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Genesis

Jim presented his TinyGS tracking device in an 
earlier TIARA meeting.   Under his guidance, I 
tried this, and was later contacted along with Jim 
and others in the TinyGS community with a 
request to set up weather balloon tracking 
stations in Japan.

Hiroshi Iwamoto (JH4XSY) set up the first site in 
Japan, and shortly thereafter, I set up the second.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radiosonde



What is Radiosonde

“A radiosonde is a 
battery-powered 
telemetry instrument 
carried into the 
atmosphere usually 
by a weather balloon 
that measures 
various atmospheric 
parameters and 
transmits them by 
radio to a ground 
receiver.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radiosonde



Early History

In 1924, Colonel William Blaire in the U.S. Signal Corps did 
the first primitive experiments with weather measurements 
from balloon, making use of the temperature dependence of 
radio circuits. The first true radiosonde that sent precise 
encoded telemetry from weather sensors was invented in 
France by Robert Bureau. Bureau coined the name 
"radiosonde" and flew the first instrument on January 7, 
1929.Developed independently a year later, Pavel Molchanov 
flew a radiosonde on January 30, 1930. Molchanov's design 
became a popular standard because of its simplicity and 
because it converted sensor readings to Morse code, making it 
easy to use without special equipment or training.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radiosonde



Japan Launches

18 meteorological observatories and weather stations, 
the Air Self-Defense Force, the Ground Self-Defense 
Force, universities and other research institutes, and 
the Japan Weather Association conduct observations. 
Meteorological observatories and weather stations 
usually fly twice a day (8:30 a.m. and 8:30 p.m.). 
When a typhoon is approaching, they may fly up to 
four times a day. The Japan Coast Guard flies them 
from ships, but they can also be dropped from aircraft. 

https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/ラジオゾンデ



Japan　 Meteorological Observatory
Launch Sites

https://www.jma-net.go.jp/kousou/obs_second_div/sonde/sonde04.html
https://www.jma.go.jp/jma/kishou/know/upper/kaisetsu.html

● Hand Launched
● Automatic Launch



Sample Devices

iMS-100, RS-11G, and RS41-SG

On top are temperature and 
humidity guages.

Internal: GPS, transmitter, signal 
conversion board, battery, etc.

https://www.jma.go.jp/jma/kishou/know/upper/kaisetsu.html



Observed Launches

Sites: 

     Matsue, Shionomisaki, Tateno, non-observatory

Frequencies:

     404.0-404.5,405.3,405.6,405.7MHz

Models:
      DFM17, iMS-100, LMS6, RS41, RS41-SG

Setup:
      A: Raspberry Pi 3 B+, 1000 yen used no name DVB-T+FM+DAB 820T2

      B: TTGO LoRa32 V2.1-1.6 Version 433



Software: radiosonde auto rx

https://github.com/projecthorus/radiosonde_auto_rx

Recommended

● Widest mode support
● Raspi 3 or 4 + RTL-SDR + 

Antenna
● Load software and go
● RTL-SDR should have  

temperature compensated 
oscillator (TCXO)

● WiFi or Ethernet



Software: Spectrum Scan

via home lan interface into device



Sample Screen Log & Paths

via home lan interface into device



Theoretical Range @ 5000m, 10000m
vs. Coverage, Ebisu condo 9F

Left: http://www.heywhatsthat.com/   
           new panorama -> input long, lat and title, [submit request] -> up in the air -> input altitudes
Right: via home lan interface into device



Downloadable Logs

download to PC, tablet, or phone from home lan interface into device



Software: rdzTTGOsonde

https://github.com/dl9rdz/rdz_ttgo_sonde

Inexpensive Option

● Widest mode support
● TTGO LoRa ESP32 (appx. 

2,500 yen incl. shipping 
from AliExpress) + Antenna

● Load software and go
● WiFi only

Only covers two of the 5 models so far observed 
in Japan.



Software: rdzTTGOsonde

Hooking this up to my one decent 433MHz antenna (Diamond SG7700), 
I had initial impressive receiption of launches from Matsue, 
Shionomisaki, and Tateno right off the bat.  Best 2,500 yen spent on 
radio in recent memory.  After Auto RX inherited the antenna, it has 
suffered from poor reception.  Worthwhile if you can use with a good 
antenna from a site with good eye-of-sight range.

https://sondehub.org/



Sondehub - Data Aggregation

https://sondehub.org/



Sondehub - Historical

https://sondehub.org/ click on launch site, and press historical



Closing
It has been fun playing with this.  Please give it a try, especially if 
you already have the components in your shack.

If you liked this, for other similar data exchange systems (air, 
marine, satellite, etc.) see:

https://www.reddit.com/r/RTLSDR/comments/sf9m0y/this_is_a_master_list_of_crowdsourced_data/ 

I also participate in FlightAware, and TinyGS and can recommend 
these too.
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